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We estimate the growth of matter perturbations in a lass of reently proposed dark-energy
models based on the (loop-orreted) gravi-dilaton string eetive ation, and haraterized by a
global attrator epoh in whih dark-matter and dark-energy density sale with the same eetive
equation of state. Unlike most dark-energy models, we nd that the aelerated phase might start
even at redshifts as high as z ≈ 5 (thus relaxing the oinidene problem), while still produing at
present an aeptable level of matter utuations. We also show that suh an early aeleration is
not in onit with the reently disovered supernova SN1997 at z ≈ 1.7. The omparison of the
predited value of σ8 with the observational data provides interesting onstraints on the fundamental
parameters of the given model of dilaton-dark matter interations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Independent osmologial observations have reently pointed out the existene of a signiant fration of
ritial density in the form of unlustered matter, possibly haraterized by a negative pressure [1, 2, 3, 4℄.
Suh a omponent of the osmi uid, onventionally denoted dark energy, is believed to drive the aelerated
evolution of our present Universe, as suggested by the study of the Supernovae Ia (SNIa) Hubble diagram.
While the simplest explanation of the dark-energy omponent is probably a osmologial onstant, it might
be neither the most motivated, nor the best t to the data.
The existene of a (presently dominating) dark-energy omponent raises at least three important questions:
a) what is the physial origin of suh a new omponent? b) why its energy density today is just omparable
to the matter energy density? ) did the aeleration start only very reently in the osmologial history?
The rst question refers to the fundamental physial mehanism able to generate a osmi and universal
dark-energy distribution. So far, most models of dark energy have adopted a purely phenomenologial
approah, even if a few proposal onerning the possible role of the dark-energy eld in the ontext of
fundamental physis have already appeared [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄.
The other questions onern two distint (although possibly related) aspets of the so-alled oinidene
problem [11℄. The rst aspet refers to the density of the dark-energy and of the dark-matter omponent.
Sine in most models the two omponents have dierent equations of state, they sale with time in a dierent
way, and their densities should be widely dierent for essentially all the osmologial history: by ontrast,
urrent data are strongly pointing at a omparable proportion of the two omponents just at the present
epoh.
The seond aspet of the oinidene problem may arise if the epoh of aelerated evolution started
only very reently, say at z ≈ 1. There are reasons to suspet that this may be the ase beause, in most
models, the growth of strutures is forbidden after the beginning of the aelerated expansion, so that the
aeleration annot be extended too far into the past. It has also been reently laimed that the supernova
SN1997 [12, 13℄ at z ≈ 1.7 provides an additional indiation that the aeleration is a relatively reent
phenomenon.
A promising approah for a possible simultaneous answer to the above questions has been reently provided
by a dilatoni interpretation of the dark energy based on the innite bare-oupling limit of the superstring
eetive ation [9℄, whose osmologial solutions are haraterized by a late-time global attrator where dark-
2matter and (dilatoni) dark-energy densities have an idential saling with time. A very similar osmologial
senario has been studied also in [14, 15℄. The respetive amount of dark-matter and dark-energy density
is eventually determined by the fundamental onstants of the model, and it is expeted to be of the same
order, so that their ratio keeps frozen around unity for the whole duration of suh an asymptoti regime.
In suh a ontext, the today approximate equality of dark-matter and dark-energy density would be no
longer a oinidene of the present epoh, but a onsequene of the fat that our Universe has already
entered the asymptoti regime (atually, for a region of parameter spae allowed by observations, it is also
possible that the ratio of dark-energy to dark-matter density is lose to unity not only in the asymptoti
regime, but already after the equivalene epoh). Finally, the osmi eld responsible for the observed large-
sale aeleration would be no longer introdued ad ho, being identied with a fundamental ingredient of
superstring/M-theory models of high-energy physis.
In this paper we will fous our disussion on the possible onstraints imposed by struture formation on
the above model of dilatoni dark energy, by studying the growth of matter perturbations in the two relevant
post-equivalene epohs: a rst deelerated epoh, dubbed dragging phase, and a seond aelerated epoh,
dubbed freezing phase. We will then reonstrut the behavior of the osmologial gravitational potential,
evaluate the Sahs-Wolfe and integrated Sahs-Wolfe ontributions to the spetrum of CMB anisotropies,
and estimate the present level of matter utuations (in partiular, the so-alled variane σ8, smoothed out
over spheres of radius 8 Mp h−1). Finally, we will ompare it with observations.
The results that we nd are interesting, and might help answering the third question posed at the beginning
of this setion: among the range of parameters ompatible with a phenomenologially aeptable σ8 we nd
indeed values allowing a long epoh of aeleration, starting as far in the past as at z ≈ 5. By ontrast, the
models of dark energy unoupled to dark matter, with frozen (or slowly varying) equation of state, annot
aelerate before z ≈ 1 . It seems appropriate to antiipate here that the prodution of an aeptable level of
utuations even in the ase of an early start of the aelerated epoh is due to two onurrent fators: the
rst is that, during the freezing phase, perturbations do not stop growing like in other models of aelerating
dark energy; the seond is that the horizon at equivalene in our model shifts at larger sales with respet
to a standard ΛCDM model. It is also important to stress that suh an early aeleration is by no means in
ontrast with the reently observed supernova SN1997 at z ≈ 1.7.
For the model of dilatoni dark energy onsidered in this paper the oinidene problem an thus be
alleviated by the fat that the ratio of dark-matter to dark-energy density is of order one not only at
present, not only in the ourse of the future evolution but (at least in priniple) also in the past, long before
the present epoh. It should be lear, however, that this possibility ould be strongly onstrained by future
observations of supernovae at high redshift.
The paper is organized as follows. In Set. II we present the details of our late-time, dilaton-driven
osmologial senario, and dene the (theoretial and phenomenologial) parameters relevant to our om-
putation. In Set. III we disuss the growth of matter perturbations and ompute the variane σ8. In Set.
IV we impose the observational onstraints on our set of parameters, and determine the maximal possible
extension towards the past of the phase of aelerated evolution. We also nd, as a byprodut of our analysis,
interesting experimental onstraints on the fundamental parameters of the string eetive ation used for
a dilatoni interpretation of the dark-energy eld. In Set. V we ompare our model with the onstraints
provided by the farthest observed supernova at z ≈ 1.7. Our onlusions are nally summarized in Set. VI.
II. THE MODEL
The model we onsider is based on the gravi-dilaton string eetive ation [16℄ whih, to lowest order in
the higher-derivative expansion, but inluding dilaton-dependent loop orretions and a non-perturbative
potential, an be written in the String-frame as follows [9℄
S = − 1
2λ2s
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
e−ψ(φ)R˜ + Z(φ)
(
∇˜φ
)2
+ 2λ2sV˜ (φ)
]
+ Sm(g˜, φ,matter). (1)
Here λs is the fundamental string-length parameter, and the tilde refers to the String-frame metri. The
funtions ψ(φ), Z(φ) are appropriate form fators" enoding the dilatoni loop orretions and reduing, in
the weak oupling limit, to the well known tree-level expressions [16℄ Z = exp(−ψ) = exp(−φ).
In this paper we are interested in a late-time", post-big bang osmologial senario, in whih the dilaton is
free to run to innity rolling down an exponentially suppressed potential, and the loop form fators approah
3a nite limit as φ→ +∞. Assuming the validity of an asymptoti Taylor expansion [17℄, and following the
spirit of indued-gravity" models in whih the gravitational and gauge ouplings saturate at small values
beause of the large number (N ∼ 102) of fundamental GUT gauge bosons entering the loop orretions, we
an write, for φ→ +∞,
e−ψ(φ) = c21 + b1e
−φ +O(e−2φ), Z(φ) = −c22 + b2e−φ +O(e−2φ) ,
V˜ (φ) = V0 e
−φ +O(e−2φ). (2)
The dimensionless oeients c21, c
2
2 are typially of order 10
2
, beause of their quantum-loop origin. We
may note, in partiular, that c21 asymptotially ontrols the fundamental ratio between the (dimensionally
redued) string and Plank sales [9℄, c21 = λ
2
s/λ
2
P , whih is indeed expeted to be in the range [18℄ λP /λs ≃
0.3 − 0.03.
To omplete the model we have to speify the matter ation Sm of eq. (1), ontaining the oupling
(possibly renormalized by loop orretions) of the matter elds to the dilaton. The variation of Sm with
respet to φ denes the (String-frame) dilatoni harge density σ˜, whose appearane is a peuliar string
theory eet [19℄, and represents the ruial dierene from onventional (Brans-Dike) salar-tensor models
of gravity.
For the osmologial senario of this paper we shall assume, as in [9℄, that Sm ontains radiation, baryons
and old dark matter, and that the dilatoni harge of the dark matter omponent swithes on at suiently
large ouplings, being proportional (through a time-dependent fator q(φ)) to its energy density ρ˜c. Also,
q(φ) is assumed to approah a onstant (positive) value q0 as φ→ +∞,
q(φ) = q0 +O(e−q0φ). (3)
The dilatoni harge of radiation and of ordinary baryoni matter are instead exponentially suppressed in the
strong oupling regime [9℄, and this guarantees the absene of unaeptably large orretions to marosopi
gravity, sine in the model we are onsidering the dilaton is asymptotially massless and leads to long-range
salar interations (see however [20℄ for possible testable violations of the equivalene priniple, and other
non-standard eets, possibly observable in suh a ontext).
By onsidering an isotropi, spatially at metri bakground, and a perfet uid model of matter soures,
it is now onvenient to write the osmologial equations for the ation (1) diretly in the Einstein frame,
dened by the onformal transformation g˜µν = c
2
1gµν exp(ψ). In the osmi-time gauge (and in units
2λ2P ≡ 16πG = 1) the equations are [9℄
6H2 = ρ+ρφ, 4H˙ + 6H
2 = −p− pφ, (4)
k2(φ)
(
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙
)
+ k(φ) k′(φ) φ˙2 + V ′(φ) +
1
2
[
ψ′(φ)(ρb + ρc) + q(φ)ρc
]
= 0, (5)
where a prime denotes dierentiation with respet to φ, and
k2(φ) = 3ψ′2 − 2e2ψZ, V = c41e2ψV˜ , q(φ) = σc/ρc, (6)
ρφ =
1
2
k2(φ)φ˙2 + V (φ), pφ =
1
2
k2(φ)φ˙2 − V (φ), (7)
ρ=ρr + ρb + ρc, p = ρr/3. (8)
We have expliitly separated the radiation, baryon and old dark matter omponents (ρr, ρb, ρc), and intro-
dued the (Einstein-frame) dilatoni harge per unit of gravitational mass, q(φ), whih is non-vanishing (at
large enough φ) only for the dark-matter omponent. The ombination of the above equations leads to the
separate energy onservation equations:
ρ˙r + 4Hρr = 0, (9)
ρ˙b + 3Hρb − 1
2
φ˙ψ′ρb = 0, (10)
ρ˙c + 3Hρc − 1
2
φ˙
(
ψ′ + q
)
ρc = 0, (11)
ρ˙φ + 3H(ρφ + pφ) +
1
2
φ˙
[
ψ′(ρb + ρc) + qρc
]
= 0. (12)
4With the above assumptions on ψ,Z and q, and for appropriate values of the parameters of the loop
funtions (in partiular, for a suiently small value of V0), it has been shown in [9℄ that the phase of
standard, matter-dominated evolution is modied by the non-minimal, diret oupling of dark matter and
dilatoni dark energy. After the equivalene epoh, in partiular, the Universe may enter a phase of drag-
ging", followed by an aelerated phase of asymptoti freezing". For the reader's onveniene we reall here
the main properties of suh two phases, referring to [9, 14℄ for a more detailed disussion (see also [21℄ for a
general study of the dynamial system).
(1) Dragging" phase. The potential V (φ) is negligible, the evolution is deelerated, ρφ is still subdominant
(as well as ρb), but ρφ evolves in time like the dominant omponent ρc, so that the dilaton dark energy is
dragged" along by the dark matter density.
In this phase k(φ) an be approximated by a onstant, k(φ) = k1, and it is thus onvenient to dene the
resaled eld φ̂ = k1φ whih has anonial kineti term in the ation, and whih satises with ρc the system
of oupled equations
¨̂
φ+ 3H
˙̂
φ+
1
2
(
ψ′ + q
k
)
ρc = 0, (13)
ρ˙c + 3Hρc − 1
2
(
ψ′ + q
k
)
ρc
˙̂
φ = 0, (14)
We an then dene the anonial eetive oupling of the dilaton to dark matter by the funtion β(φ),
dened by:
1√
3
β(φ) =
1
2
ψ′(φ) + q(φ)
k(φ)
(15)
whih, in the dragging phase, is also approximated by a onstant, β(φ) = β1 ≪ 1 (the onventional fator
1/
√
3 has been introdued here to adapt the notations of this paper to previous studies of the dark-matter-
salar system [21℄).
Using eqs. (4), (13) we nd, in the dragging phase [9℄,
˙̂
φ = −4Hβ1/
√
3, (16)
so that, from eq. (14),
ρc ∼ H2 ∼ ρφ ∼ a−(3+4β
2
1
/3). (17)
Beause of the dragging the time evolution of the dark matter density deviates from the typial behaviour
of dust soures, in suh a way that ρc deays slightly faster than energy density of baryons, ρb ∼ a−3. It is
however unlikely that this eet may lead the Universe to a baryon-dominated phase, beause this trend is
soon inverted in the subsequent, freezing phase.
(2) Freezing" phase. The asymptoti dilaton potential V (φ) = V0 exp(−φ) omes into play, the evolution
(for large enough values of q) is aelerated, the dark matter, potential and (dilatoni) kineti energy densities
evolve in the same way, so that the ratio ρφ/ρc is frozen to an arbitrary onstant value. The ritial fration
of dark matter, potential and kineti energy densities are also separately onstant throughout this phase
[9, 21℄.
In suh a phase, asymptotially approahed when φ→ +∞, one has q(φ) = q0, ψ′ = 0, and the parameters
k(φ), β(φ) an be again approximated by onstant values k2, β2 (in general dierent from the previous ones),
related by k2β2 =
√
3q0/2. The oupled equations for the anonially resaled eld φ̂ = k2φ are modied by
the presene of the potential
¨̂
φ+ 3H
˙̂
φ+
∂V
∂φ̂
+
β2√
3
ρc = 0, (18)
ρ˙c + 3Hρc − β2√
3
ρc
˙̂
φ = 0, (19)
and, together with eq. (4), are solved by the following onguration [9℄:
V = V0e
−φ̂/k2 ∼ ( ˙̂φ)2 ∼ ρφ ∼ ρc ∼ H2 ∼ a−6/(2+q0). (20)
5In units of ritial energy density we nd, in partiular,
ΩV =
V
6H2
= Ωk +
q0
2 + q0
, Ωk =
(
˙̂
φ)2
12H2
=
3k22
(2 + q0)2
,
Ωφ = ΩV +Ωk, Ωc = 1− Ωφ. (21)
Note that, from eq. (20),
a¨
aH2
= 1 +
H˙
H2
=
q0 − 1
q0 + 2
, (22)
so that the freezing phase is aelerated for q0 > 1. In that ase, aording to eq. (20), the dark matter
density tends to be strongly enhaned (as time goes on) with respet to the baryon density, whih on the
ontrary is unoupled to the dilaton and thus evolves in the standard way, ρb ∼ a−3. As already pointed
out in [9, 22℄, it is tempting to speulate, in suh a ontext, that the present smallness of the ratio ρb/ρc
ould then emerge as an artifat of a long enough freezing phase, started before the present epoh.
In this paper, in order to disuss the possible bounds imposed by present observations on the above
senario, we will onsider a simplied model of late-time (i.e., after-equivalene) osmology, onsisting of
two phases. More preisely, we will drastially approximate the bakground evolution by assuming that the
Universe performs a sudden transition from the radiation-dominated to the dragging phase at the equivalene
epoh a = a
eq
, and from the dragging to the freezing phase at the transition epoh a = af . We will disuss
in this ontext the phenomenologial onstraints on the parameters of the string eetive ation, and in
partiular their possible onsisteny with an early beginning of the freezing epoh, zf = (a0/af ) − 1 ≫ 1,
whih (as already mentioned) may be relevant for a truly satisfatory solution of the oinidene problem.
To make ontat with previous results we will use here the following expliit model of dilaton potential,
harge and loop orretions (already adopted in [9℄):
e−ψ(φ) = e−φ + c21, Z(φ) = e
−φ − c22, q(φ) = q0 e
q0φ
c2 + eq0φ
, (23)
V (φ) = c41 m
2
V e
2ψ
[
exp (−e−φ/α1)− exp (−e−φ/α2)
]
, 0 < α2 < α1. (24)
Here c21, c
2
2, c
2
are numbers of order 102, the asymptoti harge satises q0 > 1 to guarantee a nal aelerated
regime, and the dilaton potential redues asymptotially to the exponential form of eq. (2), with V0 =
m2V (α1−α2)/α1α2 (in units 2λ2P = 1). It is worth noting that the mass sale mV , ontrolling asymptotially
the amplitude of the potential (and thus the beginning of the freezing phase), is possibly expeted to be of
non-perturbative origin, and thus related to the fundamental string sale in a typial instantoni way,
mV = exp
[
− 2
β∗α
GUT
]
Ms, (25)
where α
GUT
≃ 1/25 is the asymptoti value of the GUT gauge oupling, and β∗ is some model-dependent
loop oeient. As noted in [9℄, a value of β∗ slightly smaller than the usual oeient of the QCD
beta-funtion is already enough to move mV from the QCD sale down to the sale relevant for a realisti
senario of dark-energy domination; a typial referene value is, for instane, β∗ ≃ 0.36, whih orresponds
to mV ∼ H0 ∼ 10−61MP , and thus to a freezing phase starting around the present epoh.
With the above expliit forms of the loop orretions we an now ompute the onstant parameters for
the dragging (k1, β1) and the freezing (k2, β2) eras. By setting µ2 =
√
3c1/(
√
2c2) we nd
k1 =
√
3
µ2
, β1 =
q0µ2
2c2
, k2 =
√
3
µ2
, β2 =
q0µ2
2
. (26)
The onstant µ2/
√
3 represents the slope of the dilaton potential V (φ̂) during freezing. With these denitions,
q0 = 2β2/µ2, c
2 = β2/β1.
For our model of bakground we an nally express the phenomenologial variables, required for the
subsequent omputations, in terms of the above set of parameters. From eqs. (17), (20) we get the barotropi
parameter w = (ptot/ρtot) + 1 relative to the eetive equation of state of old dark matter,
w1 = 1 +
4
9
β21 , w2 =
2
2 + q0
=
µ2
µ2 + β2
, (27)
6in the dragging and freezing eras, respetively. Another useful parameter is Ωc: in the dragging phase, from
eq. (16),
Ωc = 1− Ωφ = 1− (
˙̂
φ)2
12H2
= 1− 4
9
β1
2. (28)
In the freezing phase, from eq. (21),
Ωc =
2µ22 + 2β2µ2 − 9
2(β2 + µ2)2
. (29)
(this is therefore to be identied to the value observed today).
Note that the ratio of dark-energy to dark-matter density may be lose to unity throughout the osmi
evolution after equivalene, if the onstants β1, β2, µ2 are of the order of unity. In this sense, in suh a model,
it is even possible that a serious oinidene problem never really arises. By ontrast, dark-energy models
without a stationary phase in whih ρm ∼ ρφ (see e.g. [23, 24℄) have to explain the today value (or order
one) of ratios Ωφ/Ωm whih range from extremely small values in the past to unboundedly large values in
the future [14℄.
We end this setion with the omputation of three useful red-shift parameters ze, zf , zb orresponding,
respetively, to the radiation-matter equivalene, to the beginning of the freezing epoh, and to the baryon
epoh (assoiated to a possible baryon-dominated phase). From the behaviour of ρφ and ρb in the freezing
phase,
ρφ = ρφ(a0)
(
a0
a
)3w2
, ρb = ρb(a0)
(
a0
a
)3
, (30)
we an determine the baryon red-shift epoh ab, suh that ρφ = ρb, as follows [22℄:
1 + zb =
a0
ab
=
(
Ωφ
Ωb
)µ2+β2
3β2
0
. (31)
The present ratio (Ωφ/Ωb)0 is a known observational input. Our model exludes the possibility of a baryon-
dominated phase and thus requires, for onsisteny, zb > zf (see [22℄ for a dark-energy model with a baryoni
epoh).
The equivalene sale an be obtained by resaling ρc and ρr from ae down to a0, i.e.
ρc(a0) = ρc(ae)
(
ae
af
)3w1 (
af
a0
)3w2
, ρr(a0) = ρr(ae)
(
ae
af
)4 (
af
a0
)4
, (32)
from whih
1 + ze =
a0
ae
=
[(
Ωr
Ωc
)
0
(
af
a0
)3(w2−w1)] 13w1−4
, (33)
where, again, (Ωr/Ωc)0 is an observational input. Similarly, we an determine the freezing epoh by resaling
the dilaton potential energy,
ρV (af ) = V0e
−φf = ρV (a0)
(
a0
af
)3w2
. (34)
Here ρV (a0) = 6H
2
0ΩV , where ΩV is determined by eq. (21), and φf is the transition sale between small
and large values of the dilaton harge, namely φf = (2/q0) ln c, from eq. (23). We thus obtain
1 + zf =
a0
af
=
[
V0
6H20ΩV
(
β1
β2
) µ2
2β2
]µ2+β2
3µ2
, (35)
ΩV =
9 + 4β2(µ2 + β2)
4(µ2 + β2)2
, (36)
where H0 is the value of the Hubble parameter provided by present observations.
In onlusion, we have a four-parameter model of bakground, spanned by two possible (related) sets
of independent variables: the phenomenologial variables {β1, β2, µ2, zf} or, equivalently, the fundamental
variables {c1/c2, c2, q0, V0}, referred to the φ → +∞ limit of the string eetive ation of eq. (1). The
mapping between the two sets is dened by eqs. (26) and (36). Note that two of the four parameters an
7be in priniple determined by tting the observational data relative to the present fration of old dark
matter, Ωc, and the dark-energy equation of state, w2: we an determine, for instane, µ2 and β2 through
eqs. (26), (29). In the following setions we will disuss the allowed regions left by various phenomenologial
onstraints in suh a parameter spae.
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM STRUCTURE FORMATION
In this Setion we will ompute the r.m.s. dark-matter density ontrast σ8 for the model presented in
Set. II, ombining it with the CMB angular power spetrum (at low multipoles) in order to eliminate the
dependene on the normalization fator. Another analytial omputation of σ8 inluding dark energy has
reently been presented in [25℄, but only for models in whih dark energy and dark matter are unoupled.
Before starting the omputation, let us reall some preliminary ondition to be imposed (for onsisteny)
on our model of bakground.
A. Consisteny onditions on the bakground
As illustrated in Set. II, the evolution of our osmologial bakground is haraterized by two stationary
(ρc ∼ ρφ) stages: the dragging era (labelled by the subsript 1), and the nal aelerated freezing era
(labelled by 2). This senario an be onsistently implemented provided the parameters are hosen in suh
a way as to satisfy the following onditions.
First, the dragging era exists, and is a saddle point of our dynamial system, only if [21℄:
|β1| <
√
3/2 ≃ 0.87. (37)
Seond, in order for the baryons not to dominate (in the past) over the dark-matter omponent, it is neessary
to impose (as antiipated):
zb > zf . (38)
Third, the nal freezing phase is aelerated only if:
µ2 < 2β2. (39)
The urrent SNIa observations, however, require more than simply an aeleration, as shown by a reent
analysis [26℄ of SNIa data in models whih inlude a freezing epoh. The result is that only models with
an eetive equation of state w2 ≈ 0.4 (best t) or w2 < 0.5 (at one sigma) are onsistent with the SNIa
Hubble diagram.
In the following disussion we will redue, for simpliity, our set of free parameters by using the observed
CDM fration of ritial density, Ωc ≃ 0.3, as a xed observational input. This an be used to eliminate µ2
through eq. (29), in suh a way that we are left with three parameters only, β1, β2 and zf . In that ase, the
above limits on w2 = µ2/(µ2 + β2) dene two referene values for β2,
β2 = 4.02, (best t ) (40)
β2 = 2.35, (one sigma ), (41)
whih will be used in our subsequent analysis. For future referene, note that the lower limit at 95% .l.
is β2 > 1.55. We note, nally, that pushing bak in time the transition between the dragging and freezing
eras, that is inreasing zf , implies a derease of ze. The ondition
zf <∼ 100 (42)
prevents the unwanted rossing of these two quantities.
All the above onstraints will be imposed on our subsequent omputations.
8B. Angular power spetrum at low multipoles
In this subsetion we will extend the treatment of the Sahs-Wolfe eet presented in [27℄ (to whih we
refer for the notation) in suh a way as to inlude the ase of oupled dark energy and dark matter. We shall
assume a onformally at metri, ds2 = a2(dτ 2 − dxidxi), and we shall exploit the fat that, in the absene
of anisotropi stress, the two salar potentials Ψ and Φ dened in the longitudinal gauge turn out to be equal
and to oinide, in the Newtonian limit, with the usual gravitational potential. The general expressions for
the Sahs-Wolfe (SW) and integrated Sahs-Wolfe (ISW) parts of the angular power spetrum, for adiabati
salar perturbations, an then be written as [27℄:
CSWℓ =
2
9π
∫
dkk2 |Ψ(k, τd)|2 j2ℓ [k(τ0 − τd)], (43)
CISWℓ = 2G
2
2(ℓ)
∫
dk
∣∣Ψ′(k, τℓ)∣∣2 , (44)
where G2(ℓ) = Γ[(ℓ+ 1)/2]/Γ[(ℓ + 2)/2], jℓ are the spherial Bessel funtions, the prime denotes dierentia-
tion with respet to onformal time, and τd is the onformal time at deoupling, while τℓ = τ0− (ℓ+1/2)/k
(notie that the above expression for the ISW oeient has been already integrated over τ ).
Let us denote with δk the CDM density ontrast for the wavemode k, and with φ̂ and χ ≡ δφ̂, respetively,
the values of the bakground salar eld and of its utuation. The label 0 will denote the present time t0,
and it is to be understood that all the density parameters Ωc,Ωb, et. are always referred to the present
time, unless otherwise stated. Finally, all perturbation variables will be expressed in terms of their Fourier
omponents. The potential Ψ is then determined by the relativisti Poisson equation (in units 16πG = 1)
Ψ(a) = − 3
2k2
H20Ωcδk(a0)s(k, a)− 1
4k2
χ′φ̂′ − 3aH
4k2
χφ̂′ − a
2
4k2
χ
dV
dφ̂
, (45)
where we have introdued the (possibly k-dependent) funtion s(k, a), whih aounts for the time-evolution
of the dark matter and of its density ontrast, aording to the equations
ρc(a) = ρc(a0)f(a), (46)
δk(a) = δk(a0)D(k, a), (47)
s(k, a) = D(k, a)f(a)
(
a
a0
)2
. (48)
The quantities appearing in the r.h.s. of eq. (45) are evaluated in the synhronous gauge, while the
potential Ψ is alulated in the longitudinal gauge [27℄, sine this helps extending the validity of the Poisson
equation to all sales. Note that we have dropped from the Poisson equation the ontribution of the dark-
matter veloity utuations, sine it an be shown that they are negligible [15℄. The baryon ontribution
has been negleted as well. Dening the matter power spetrum P (k) = |δk(a0)|2, it follows that
CSWℓ =
1
2π
H40Ω
2
c(1 + Σ)
∫
dk
k2
P (k)|s(k, ad)|2j2ℓ [k(τ0 − τd)], (49)
CISWℓ =
9
2
H40Ω
2
cG
2
2(ℓ)(1 + Π)
∫
dk
k4
P (k)
∣∣s′[k, a(τℓ)]∣∣2 . (50)
The funtions Σ and Π represent orretions due to the salar eld ontribution. In the next few paragraphs
we will neglet these eets, onentrating the attention only on the dark-matter part of the power spetrum,
while the salar ontribution will be reonsidered at the end of our alulation. The onveniene of this
proedure will beome apparent later on.
Fousing our attention on the bakground evolution after the epoh of matter-radiation equivalene, we
an now speify the evolution of the CMB energy density by setting
f(a) = (a/a0)
−3w2 , a > af (51)
= (af/a0)
−3w2(a/af )
−3w1 , a < af . (52)
where w1,2 were dened in eqs. (27). For what onerns the growth of matter perturbations, sine we are
interested in the low-multipole branh of the spetrum, it is reasonable to onsider only sales that reenter
9the horizon after equivalene (and before freezing, as in the aelerated stage no reenter is possible). The
growth of δk has been derived in [15℄ as a funtion of the parameters β and µ of the dragging and freezing
epohs. It turns out that the evolution is the same for all modes:
D(k, a) = (a/a0)
m2 , a > af
= (a/af )
m1(af/a0)
m2 , a < af ,
where
m1 = 1 +
4
3
β21 , m2 =
∆− 10β2 − µ2
4 (β2 + µ2)
, (53)
and
∆2 = −108 + 44β2µ2 + 32β32µ2 + 25µ22 + β22
(
32µ22 − 44
)
(54)
(in the dragging phase the same exponent m1 desribes the growth of perturbations both inside and outside
the horizon). Considering sales with k < kd, where the subsript d stands for deoupling, the relevant
funtion for the omputation of the ordinary SW eet an thus be parametrized by a k-independent funtion
as follows:
s(af ) = (ad/af )
m1−3w1 (af/a0)
m2−3w2(ad/a0)
2 = (af/a0)
α2 . (55)
where α2 ≡ m2 − 3w2 + 2 (note that α1 ≡ m1 − 3w1 + 2 = 0).
Some omments are now in order, onerning the evolution of perturbations desribed by the above
equations. First we notie that in the dragging phase m1 > 1, i.e. that the perturbations growth is faster
than in a standard CDM model. This is due to an extra pull on dark matter arising from the dark-energy
oupling, that at as an additional (salar) gravity fore [15℄. Seondly, the growth in the aelerated
freezing regime does not vanish asymptotially, like in other dark-energy models. This is again an eet
of the dark energy-dark matter oupling and of the fat that the dark-matter density is not driven to zero
by the aeleration. Finally, sine the baryons are deoupled from the dilaton, they evolve dierently, and
a bias between the baryons and the dark-matter distribution is expeted. The onstraints from this eet
have been disussed in ref. [15℄.
It is important to stress that the matter power spetrum, alulated today for sales k < ke, where ke is
the sale that reenter the horizon at equivalene,
ke = aeHe = aeH0
[
(af/a0)
−3w2 (ae/af )
−3w1
]1/2
, (56)
does not hange respet to the primordial shape
P (k) = Akn, (57)
where A is the usual normalization fator (see e.g. ref. [28℄). This is due to a peuliarity of the dragging
phase, i.e. to the fat that the perturbation growth is idential inside and outside the horizon, just like
in the ase of standard CDM models (although, as already mentioned, the growth rate m1 is larger than
unity). The dragging phase, in addition, leads to a time-independent gravitational potential (again, like in
standard CDM models), and thus it does not ontribute to the ISW eet, whih is entirely produed in the
subsequent freezing phase.
From the integration of eq. (49), with Σ = 0 we then easily obtain
CSWℓ =
γ1−n
16
AHn+30 Ω
2
cs
2(af )G(ℓ , n), (58)
where
G(ℓ , n) =
Γ(3− n)Γ((2ℓ+ n− 1)/2)
Γ((4− n)/2)2Γ((2ℓ+ 5− n)/2) , (59)
and where the fator γ appears by eliminating τ0 (from the result of the SW integral) in terms of the present
Hubble sale H0, aording to the denition
τ0 =
∫
da
a2H
=
2
a0H0
γ. (60)
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This integral an be nally estimated by onsidering the separate ontributions from the two phases of our
model, and we obtain:
γ =
1
2λ2
[
1 +
3∆w (af/a0)
λ2
2λ1
]
, λ1 =
3
2
w1 − 1, λ2 = 3
2
w2 − 1, ∆w = w2 − w1 (61)
(the usual result for the standard osmologial model is instead γ = 1).
It is appropriate to reonsider at this point the salar-eld orretions to the SW eet, represented by Σ.
The salar eld utuations whih are outside the horizon during the dragging phase grow proportionally to
the CDM density ontrast (see [21, 22℄). Sine ρc ∼ ρφ, it is found that Σ is a onstant, and depends only
on β1 as follows:
Σ =
64
√
π
3
β21(3 + β
2
1)(15 + 4β
2
1)
405 + 252β21 − 336β41 + 64β61
(62)
(the ontribution oming from the salar-eld potential has been negleted, sine in the dragging phase the
dilaton kineti energy is dominant with respet to V ).
For what onerns the ISW eet, the salar eld ontribution on sub-horizon sales is negligible [22℄,
and we an onsistently set Π = 0. If we dene the variable y = kτ0, and we use the result that, in the
aelerated epoh,
s(a) = (a/a0)
α2 , (63)
then we are lead to
CISWℓ =
9
2
AΩ2cG
2
2(ℓ)H
n+3
0 α
2
2
∫
∞
ymin
dyyn−4a(ℓ, y)2α2−2λ2 . (64)
The lower limit of integration,
ymin =
(
ℓ+ 1
2
)
1− r , r =
τf
τ0
=
(af/a0)
λ2
2γλ1
, (65)
has been obtained by imposing τℓ > τf , sine only in the seond (freezing) stage there is a signiant ISW
ontribution. The time-dependene of the freezing sale-fator, on the other hand, an be parametrized by
a = a0 [λ2 (H0τ +B)]
1/λ2 , (66)
where
B =
(
af
a0
)λ2 ( 1
λ2
− 1
λ1
)
. (67)
By using all the above results the ISW integral an be nally performed and, in the ase n = 1, the result
is
Cℓ,ISW =
9
4
AΩ2cG
2
2(ℓ)H
4
0α2
[(B + 2γ)λ2]
2
α2
λ2 + [(B + 2γr)λ2]
2
α2
λ2
−1 · [4γα2(r − 1) − (B + 2γr)λ2]
γ2(2ℓ+ 1)2(2α2 − λ2) . (68)
For a generi, primordial spetral index with n 6= 1 a muh more ompliated (but still analyti) expression
may be obtained.
In onlusion, the dimensionless, angular power-spetrum at low multipoles (ℓ ≤ 10) an be approximated
by
Cℓ = Cℓ,SW + Cℓ,ISW = AF, (69)
where, for n = 1,
F (ℓ; af , β1, β2, µ2) = H
4
0Ω
2
c
[
1
4πℓ(ℓ+ 1)
(
af
a0
)2α2
(1 + Σ)
+
9
4
G22(ℓ)α2
[(B + 2γ)λ2]
2
α2
λ2 + [(B + 2γr)λ2]
2
α2
λ2
−1 · [4γα2(r − 1)− (B + 2γr)λ2]
γ2(2ℓ+ 1)2(2α2 − λ2)
]
. (70)
The variable C∗ℓ , representing the experimentally observed angular power spetrum, measured in units of
(µK)2, an thus be nally written in the form
C∗ℓ =
T 20 ℓ(ℓ+ 1)AF
2π
, (71)
where T0 = 2.726 × 106µK.
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C. Calulation of σ8
The (dimensionless) variane of the CMB density utuations, in spheres of radius R8 = 8h
−1
Mp, where
h = H0/(100kmse
−1
Mp
−1), is dened by [28℄
σ28 =
1
2π2
∫
P (k)W 28 (k)k
2dk =
A
2π2
R
−(3+n)
8 I1, (72)
where W8(k) is the spherial top-hat window funtion of radius R8, and
I1 =
∫
x2+nT 2(x)W 2(x)dx. (73)
Note that we are using the full power spetrum orreted by the transfer funtion T (k), i.e. P (k) =
AknT 2(k), sine in the denition of σ8 it is neessary to inlude also sales with k > ke.
It is important to stress, at this point, that the above transfer funtion is idential to the one of the
usual ΛCDM model. During the dragging phase, in fat, the perturbation growth does not depend on the
wavenumber, while during the freezing phase only sub-horizon perturbations have to be taken into aount, so
that no distortion of the power spetrum ours after the equivalene epoh. Therefore, the transfer funtion
only expresses the usual orretion to the primordial spetrum due to the dierent growth of perturbations
in the radiation epoh (those entering the horizon before equivalene are depressed with respet to those
entering later). Sine, in our model, the osmologial evolution before equivalene is standard, we an
safely adopt the transfer funtion of a ΛCDM model for whih the wavenumber ke rossing the horizon at
equivalene is the same as in our model . For a ΛCDM model with present density Ωc(Λcdm) one has, in
partiular,
ke(Λcdm) = a0H0Ωc(Λcdm)
√
2
Ωr
. (74)
By equating to ke(Λcdm) the value of ke determined in our model (see eq. 56), we thus obtain the eetive
density parameter
Ωc(Λcdm) =
(
Ωr
2
) 1
2
(
af
a0
)
−
3∆w
2
(
ae
a0
) 2−3w1
2
(75)
to be used for the determination of the equivalent transfer funtion (we shall of ourse restrit our analysis
to the ase Ωc(Λcdm) < 1). For the nal numerial integration of eq. (73) we shall use the ΛCDM transfer
funtion proposed in [29℄.
Combining eq. (71) and eq. (72), in order to eliminate the normalization fator A, we nally obtain
σ28 =
C∗ℓ I1
πT 20R
4
8ℓ(ℓ+ 1)F
, (76)
where I1 depends on Ωc (Λcdm). The observed C
∗
ℓ has been obtained by tting the COBE data as in [30℄.
The omparison of eq. (76) with the experimental value of σ8,
σ8 = (0.56 ± 0.1)Ω−0.47c , (77)
taken from data on lusters abundanes [31℄, will eventually give the sought-for onstraint on the parameters
of the dilaton model introdued in Set. II.
IV. RESULTS
In order to implement the onstraints imposed by σ8 we shall rst eliminate µ2 from our set of parameters
(as already antiipated), by using eq. (29) and xing the CDM density at the value Ωc = 0.3, suggested by
present observation (see e. g. [32℄). Also, we shall assume for the baryon density the value predited by
standard nuleosynthesis [33℄, Ωb = 0.02 h
−2
, and we set h = 0.65.
The value of β2, at given µ2, should be unambiguously determined by q0, and then by the observed
value of the osmi aeleration through eqs. (22) and (26). However, in view of the present experimental
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unertainties, we have aepted here an open range of possibilities and we have illustrated the onstraints at
two (rather dierent) values of β2: β2 = 2.35 (the minimum value allowed at one sigma by SNIa [26℄), and
β2 = 4.02 (the best t to the SNIa data [26℄)). These two referene values will be used in all the following
disussion.
We shall rst illustrate the σ8 onstraint in Fig. 1 by plotting the urves orresponding to the experimental
values (77) (with a 3 sigma error band) in the plane {zf , β1} with β2 xed . The upper urves (and the
darker regions) orresponds to lower values of σ8. In this gure (and in the next one) the white region has
been exluded beause the transfer funtion parameter Ωc(Λcdm) beomes larger than unity. The dashed
horizontal lines represent the upper bound on zf imposed by the baryon onstraint (38). The allowed region
is below the dashed line, and within the upper and lower white urves. In the left panel of Fig. 1 we have
used β2 = 2.35, and we obtain that the maximum past-extension of the aelerated regime is
zf ≤ zb ≃ 5.07. (78)
In the right panel, for β2 = 4.02, we obtain zf ≤ zb ≃ 3.47. At the two-sigma lower limit, β2 = 1.55, the
aeleration extends to zf ≃ 8.
By ontrast, it is easy to see that in dark-energy models of more onventional type, i.e. unoupled to dark
matter, with frozen equation of state wφ and matter density Ωm, the aeleration starts at the redshift
zacc = [(3wφ − 2)(Ωm − 1)/Ωm]1/(3−3wφ) − 1. (79)
This value, for all wφ < 2/3 (i.e. for a present aelerated regime), is always smaller than unity if Ωm =
0.3±0.1. Therefore, a (future) unambiguous measurement of the expansion rate at z > 1 ould be a powerful
method to distinguish between oupled and unoupled models of dark energy.
The plots of Fig. 1 refer to our phenomenologial set of parameters, and in partiular to the duration of
the freezing epoh (possibly relevant to the solution of the oinidene problem). The σ8 onstraint provides
however interesting information also on the set of fundamental parameters of the string eetive ation
(1), used for our model of dilatoni dark energy.
By eliminating c1/c2 =
√
2/3µ2, and xing q0, i.e. β2, as before, we an plot indeed the σ8 onstraint in
the plane spanned by the variables c2 and V0. The result is shown in Fig. 2, again for β2 = 2.35 (left panel)
and for β2 = 4.02 (right panel). We have restored the required Plank length fators, and given the potential
V0 in units of eV
4
. The allowed region is within the upper and lower white urves, as before. The lower
bound on c2 derived from β1, at xed β2, is satised for all the range of values illustrated in the piture.
We note that the values of parameters used in [9℄ for a partiular numerial integration of the string
osmology equations are well ompatible with the above bounds. It is also important to stress that, sine
the value of c2 is naturally expeted in the range 102103 [9℄, the allowed mass sale of the dilaton potential,
V
1/4
0 , turns out to be xed in a rather narrow region around (10
−2
10−3) eV, even in the ase of an early
start of the freezing epoh. This result onrms that, as already pointed out in [9℄, a realisti dark-energy
senario seems to require a rather high degree of auray in determining the sale of the dilaton potential.
This (ne-tuning?) aspet of the potential is however a ommon problem of all salar-eld models of dark
energy.
It should be mentioned, to onlude this setion, that we have performed an additional observational test
of our lass of dilatoni dark-energy models by omparing with the COBE data the slope of the low-multipole
Cℓ spetrum indued by the SW and ISW eet. Using a simple Gaussian likelihood distribution we have
onluded that, at the ondene level of two sigma, the predited slopes are ompatible with the data for
all the allowed region of parameter spae, so that no (signiant) additional onstraints are generated.
V. THE FARTHEST SUPERNOVA
As a last hek on the viability of the present dilatoni dark-energy model we have onsidered the on-
straints imposed by the most distant Type Ia supernova [12℄ known so far, SN1997, for whih a very reent
assessment of lensing magniation has inreased the apparent magnitude by 0.34±0.12 mag [13℄. This leads
to a nal distane modulus (i.e. to a dierene of apparent and absolute magnitude) of m−M = 45.49±0.34
mag.
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Figure 1: Curves at onstant σ8 (from eq. (76)), and β2 xed at the values 2.35 (top) and 4.02 (bottom).
The allowed region is below the dashed line, and within the upper and lower white urves, orresponding to
the limiting values of eq. (77).
Using the denition adopted in [12℄ , this result an be expressed in the following way. The luminosity
distane is
dL = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz′
H(z′)
, (80)
from whih one denes
∆(m−M) = 5[log10(dL(z))− log10(dL◦(z))], (81)
where dL◦(z) = z(z + 2)/(2H0) is the luminosity distane for Milne's model, i.e. an hyperboli empty
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Figure 2: Curves at onstant σ8, and β2 xed at the values 2.35 (top) and 4.02 (bottom). The allowed region
is below the straight line representing the onsisteny bound zf < zb, and within the upper and lower white
urves orresponding to the limiting values of eq. (77).
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universe (Ωm = ΩΛ = 0). For the supernova SN1997 one obtains ∆(m−M) ≈ −0.15± 0.34 at z ≈ 1.755,
in good agreement with a ΛCDM model haraterized today by Ωm = 0.35,ΩΛ = 0.65 [13℄. For suh a
model, the Universe at z = 1.755 is already well within the deelerated epoh, whih starts around z = 0.548
(see eq. 79).
This does not imply, however, that all models whih are aelerated at large z are ruled out (even without
mentioning the still unlear experimental unertainties of suh a supernova detetion). Let us alulate
indeed the luminosity-distane along a stationary regime ρm ∼ ρφ, for a spatially at geometry. Negleting
for the moment the baryon ontribution, the Friedmann equation is
H2 = H20
[
Ωm(a/a0)
−3w + Ωφ(a/a0)
−3w
]
= H20 (a/a0)
−3w,
where, in partiular, w = w2 (see eq. 27) for our freezing regime. The orresponding luminosity-distane
(for w 6= 2/3) is:
dL = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz′
H(z′)
=
2(1 + z)
(2− 3w)H0
[
(1 + z)−
3w
2
+1 − 1
]
. (82)
For an aelerated evolution with w < 2/3 (i.e., in our ase, q0 > 1), and for large z, we have dL ∼ z2−3w/2,
while for Milne's osmology dL ∼ z2. It follows that, at large z and for any w > 0, the Milne model
always provides larger distanes (and thus larger apparent magnitudes) than a model of stationary evolution.
As a onsequene, a negative value of ∆(m −M), referred to Milne, does not neessarily orresponds to
deeleration.
For a more preise illustration of this important point we have plotted in Fig. 3 the distane modulus
∆(m − M) for the aelerated freezing phase of our dilatoni dark-energy model. We have numerially
integrated the luminosity-distane funtions, inluding baryons, for the two partiular values β2 = 2.35, β2 =
4.02 already used in the previous gures (it may be useful to reall that, when Ωc is xed to 0.3, these two
values of β2 orrespond to w2 = 0.5 and w2 = 0.4, respetively). It an be seen from the piture that, in
both ases, the urves representing the osmi evolution of our model, although deeply inside the aelerating
regime, remain well within one sigma from the (lensing-orreted) SN1997 data, while providing, at the
same time, a reasonable t of the binned data of all the other supernovae.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have onsidered a phenomenologial model of dark-energy-dark-matter interations based
on the innite bare-oupling limit of the superstring eetive ation. The dilaton, rolling down an exponen-
tially suppressed potential, plays the role of the osmi eld responsible for the observed aeleration, and
drives the Universe towards a nal onguration dominated by a omparable amount of kineti, potential
and CDM energy density.
The eetive dilatoni oupling to dark matter swithes on at late enough times (i.e., large enough bare
oupling), and aets in a signiant way the post-equivalene osmologial evolution. The time-dilution
of the dark-matter density, in partiular, is rst slightly enhaned (during the dragging phase) and then
onsiderably damped (during the freezing phase) with respet to the standard a−3 deay law. The large-
angle utuation sales relevant to the observed CMB anisotropies reenter the horizon during the dragging
epoh, and exit the horizon again during the freezing epoh. In spite of this unonventional evolution, the
growth of the matter-density perturbations may be large enough to math onsistently present observations.
The predited value of the (smoothed out) density ontrast σ8, ompared with data obtained from luster
abundane, denes a signiant allowed region in the parameter spae of the given lass of dilatoni dark-
energy models. The analysis of suh an allowed region provides two main results.
The rst is that the bounds on the past-time extension of the aelerated (freezing) epoh are signiantly
weaker than in onventional dark-energy models (unoupled to dark matter, with frozen equation of state).
The establishment of the freezing regime, in our lass of dilatoni models, is allowed long before the present
epoh (up to z ≃ 5), thus providing (in priniple) a further relaxation of the oinidene problem, by
extending the present osmologial onguration not only in the far future, but also towards the past.
The possibility of very early (z > 1) aelerated evolution is indeed a typial signature of suh a lass of
dilatoni models, useful in priniple to disriminate it from other (unoupled) dark energy models, hopefully
on the grounds of future observational data. It is important to stress, to this respet, that the farthest type
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Figure 3: The distane modulusm−M , referred to Milne's osmology, for a ΛCDMmodel (dashed urve) and
for dilatoni dark-energy model during the freezing epoh, for two values of β2 (thik urves when baryons
are inluded, thin urves without baryons). The points at z < 1 represent the binned data from all the
high-redshift Ia supernovae known so far. The datum plotted at z = 1.755 represents the lensing-orreted
SN1997 . All data are derived from [12, 13℄.
Ia supernova so far observed is at z ≃ 1.7, and is perfetly ompatible with an aelerated Universe already
at that epoh, provided the data of the magnitude-redshift diagram are onsistently tted by the aelerated
kinematis of dilatoni models.
The seond results onerns the parameters of the (non-perturbative) dilaton potential appearing in the
strong-bare-oupling regime of the string eetive ation. The dilaton mass sale V0, for an eient and
realisti dark energy senario, appears in suh a ontext to be tightly anhored to a value very near to the
present Hubble urvature sale. A small deviation of V0 from the required value is enough to remove the
preditions of the dilatoni model from the region of parameter spae allowed by the σ8 data.
This means that, under the assumption that the dilatoni models disussed in this paper provide the
orret explanation of the observed osmi aeleration, the measurements of the density ontrast σ8, be-
sides their obvious astrophysial importane, would also aquire an interesting high-energy signiane for
providing an indiret (parameter-dependent) measurements of the dilaton mass sale.
We note, nally, that astrophysial observations may provide several additional onstraints on dilatoni
dark-energy models. For instane, the lustering evolution of soures at high redshifts may onstrain diretly
17
the freezing growth exponent m2; as already mentioned, the baryon bias that develops during freezing is
also observable, at least in priniple [15℄; nally, further onstraints an be derived from a omputation of
the full multipole spetrum of the CMB radiation (see e.g. [34℄ for a reent study of the CMB onstraints on
oupled dark-energy models with power-law potentials). Preliminary results seem to onrm the onlusions
of this paper, but a detailed disussion of these new onstraints is postponed to a future work.
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